Re: Stone Bank restaurant - LUPC follow-ups
samdunn@rcn.com
Tue 7/12/2022 10:51 AM
To: Alex Elvin <elvin@mvcommission.org>;
Cc:Patrick Lyons <ptl@lyonsgroup.com>; Cheryl Doble <csdoble@outlook.com>;



2 attachments

Restaurant Plan Rev.jpg; Fast Food Narrative.docx;

See below in red. I've also attached the latest site plan which has a few minor tweaks
requested by the Planning Board, namely, (1) the eating area is all at one level (before it
had three levels separated by 6" each), (2) All walkways are a minimum of 7' wide, (3) a
public seating/waiting area surrounding a tree has been added in an open area outside
the restaurant and (4) all landscaping associated with the restaurant is located within the
recycled granite perimeter of the eating area.
From: "Alex Elvin" <elvin@mvcommission.org>
To: "samdunn" <samdunn@rcn.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2022 6:17:08 PM
Subject: Stone Bank restaurant - LUPC follow-ups
Hi Sam,
Hope you are on the mend. The following questions regarding the Stone Bank restaurant
project were raised at LUPC on 6/21, so these will need to be addressed prior to the
hearing:
1. Explain the purpose of the wait station shown on the site plan. This is where the
food runners would get napkins, condiments and so forth to take to the tables when
delivering food.
2. What are the expected price points for the menu? Examples are: Tacos $4-$5
each. Burritos $12-$14 each
3. Updated narrative regarding utensils. (The latest version we have is from 4/25/22
and proposes compostable utensils.) See attached fast food narrative.
4. Clarify what officially qualifies a restaurant as "fast food" under Title 5. There does
not appear to be any definition of "fast food" or "restaurant" in 310 CMR 15. See
attached fast food narrative.
5. How is "high-use dishwasher" officially defined? This refers to a dishwashing station
where racks of dirty dishes are moved along similar to a conveyor belt, as opposed

to a single-use undercounter dishwasher.
6. Estimated propane consumption for the outdoor space heaters. At full capacity,
about 400,000 BTU. For reference this is about the consumption of a swimming
pool heater.
7. How is the bar seating calculated? Will there be standing room in addition to the 10
bar seats shown on the plans? No standing room. All drinks are served with meals
only.
Thanks,
Alex

Alex Elvin
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